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FROM  RTI  PRESIDENT
 • Resort to tactics that work in real world - While it is easy to quote old proven methods, this   
pandemic was an entirely new challenge. So, the solution also had to be realistic and executable   
in the real world. We ensured that regional organizations devised ways to handle the situation they   
were facing in respective zones, and counter them with a unique solution that was best fit for them.
    
 • Understanding Cultural Dynamics - Round Table is spread across 68 countries which becomes 
vast g  eography on this planet. The understanding culture was on our top 5 list because that 
defines the e  ducation, traditions, family dynamics and most of the motivations to serve. We then 
capitalized o  n t  he appropriate fuel which could motivate them.

 • Lesser Planning but Better Execution - We knew that time is the most crucial factor right now, 
and e  very minute is of utmost importance. Hence, we reduced time on planning things and 
allocated m  ore towards effective execution. That is how we could bring a larger impact across all 
centers of i  nterest.

 • Building Stronger Emotional Connect - An order or policy can be a boring ritual, but once you  
can s  trike the right chord, getting work done becomes easy. We worked inclusively with heads 
of various Round Table Clubs to create an atmosphere of empathy. This is the energy that flows 
down t  o the root level making all the difference.

 • Appreciation & Acknowledgement to every Effort - In general, most of the appreciation is 
stolen a  way by the helm of organizations, but ultimately it demotivates the volunteers who 
work on g  round level. We ensured to acknowledge every noticeable effort to set an example 
that your s  elfless work will not go unnoticed.

There are unbelievably valuable lessons that we learnt during this crucial phase of the pandemic. 
I am overwhelmed by the support my team, associations, and each member of the club have 
extended in making this possible. We went out of our comfort zones, conquered our fears and 
faced this threat with courage & resilience. Hoping for a better tomorrow by Leading the Change.

D K SINGH
RTI President
Round Table International

COVID 19 is a problem that 

has impacted every life on 

this planet in unimaginable 

ways. Even the most 

experienced and renowned 

institutions failed to address a 

solution and find their way 

forward. Amongst such a 

catastrophe, one organization 

emerged to create a 

difference in the lives of 

people, and the community at 

large. Being the President of 

Round Table International 

was a challenging task for me 

and my core team. We 

started by working on an 

entirely new tangent to enrich 

millions of lives across the 

globe. Key highlights of the 

strategy that we adopted to 

overcome this problem are



FROM  RTI  VICE  PRESIDENT

Retaining our current members in Round Table to 
their retirement age is critical as it does not help 
at all if we induct new members, only to be 
losing experienced ones. The following fact must 
always be remembered - Retaining an 
experienced member is worth more than the 
induction of a new member.

Members leave Round Table for several reasons.  
As part of the Voice of Tabler Survey done during 
the end of 2020, we asked members why they 
initially joined versus their main reason for staying 
on. 

While it may be simplistic to say that we are a 
fellowship organisation only, we must all 
understand that members join and stay for a 
variety of reasons, and in most instances, this is 
not limited to just one, but rather some sort of 
mix.

In addition to the above, we received the 
following feedback with regards to membership 
retention:

GRAHAM CORNELISSEN
RTI VICE PRESIDENT, 2020-21

It is each member’s 

responsibility to grow Round 

Table with quality members, 

thereby ensuring the long-

term growth and survival of 

our organisation. Extending 

Round Table includes three 

key areas – growing by new 

members as covered in Part 

I, retaining our current 

members and the 

charteringof new Tables.  

Growing associations arelike 

the growth of new clubs to 

be dealt with together in 

Part III.

UNDERSTANDING MEMBERSHIP GROWTH – ROUND TABLE
Part II – Retaining Current Membership

[ National Boards need to be transparent and 
stay humble.

[ Less alcohol in meetings – We sometimes 
have a drinking club appearance.

[ We need to embrace digital transformation 
more.

[ Table needs to be cheaper, especially for 
foreign visitors. There is a perception that 
foreign visitors get charged excessively at 
events.

[ More joint projects / meetings with Ladies’ 
Circle to be held.

[ We need to sharpen our image and branding, 
especially to the outside world.

[ We need to improve and simplify 
communication to members–a monthly mail 
to our members is simply not good enough.

[ Personal growth and development needed – 
Our members would like their membership in 
Round Table to translate into personal growth 
with real world benefits.

Charity
19%

Fellowship
41%

Self-
Development

18%

Travel
1%

Other*
2%

INITIAL REASON TO JOIN

Charity
21%

Fellowship
51%

Networking
10%

Self-
Development

14%

Travel
2%

Other*
2%

MAIN REASON FOR STAYING

We are a fellowship organisation, followed by charity and self development People join for 
networking, but is not realised - opportunity for retention

Why are we here?

Networking
19%



FROM  RTI  VICE  PRESIDENT

Membership retention is not only an important topic with Round 
Table, but with many other service organisations as well.  We have 
engaged with some of these organisations to come up with 
common reasons for leavingand how these can be addressed 
with regards to membership retention. We have broken this down 
based on the length of service of the member.

Members who stay less than 1 year
[ Not fully informed about the responsibilities of membership 

before joining or not fully educated after joining. 
[ Trouble meeting attendance requirements or struggle with 

financial obligation, while with others their networking 
expectations were not met.

 What you can do
[ Communicating better to prospective members, both about the 

personal and professional benefits that your club has to offer, as 
well as about the responsibilities of being a Round Table 
member.

[ Planning meaningful inductions to celebrate their becoming 
part of Table.

[ Making club meetings fun, energetic, and humorous, without 
losing sight of Round Table’s aims and objects.

[ Assigning new members mentors who can explain table 
workings and traditions, answer questions, help them get to 
know other members, and, if they miss any meetings, make 
sure all is well with them.

[ Offering useful new member orientation programs
[ Assigning newer members to portfolio’s or otherwise involving 

them in the table to the extent that they are willing to be 
involved.

[ Connecting often with new members to answer questions and 
teach them about Round Table as a whole.

[ Introducing these new members to other Table’s in your Area 
or Association.

Members who stay for 1-2 years
[ Do not feel engaged in club events and activities, their 

fellowship expectations are not being met, or they have 
difficulty meeting the attendance requirements because of 
competing priorities.

 What you can do
[ Identify members who have been in your table for one to two 

years and make sure they are involved in a project or portfolio 
that interests them.

[ Ask these members for their feedback. They may have ideas 
for revitalizing the Table’s fellowship activities or charity 
projects.

[ Suggest home hosting a Tabler from another area or 
association.

[ Assign mentors to members who donot have one or suggest 
that they change mentors if they would like to.

Members who stay for 3-5 years
[ Their fellowship expectations are not being met, they are 

frustrated with the Table’s leadership, or they have difficulty 
meeting the attendance requirements because of competing 
priorities.

 What you can do
[ Provide leadership opportunities such as exec level portfolios. 

In taking on leadership roles, they will feel useful, valued, and 
connected with Round Table’s decisions and events.

[ Organize new activities, such as continuing member 
education, or revitalize established Table activities.

[ Get members’ feedback on their Table experience and ask for 
their ideas on what could be improved.

[ Put their expertise and skills to use and recognize them for 
their efforts.

 



FROM  RTI  VICE  PRESIDENT

Members who stay for 6-10 years
[ Their fellowship expectations werenot being met and that they 

were frustrated with the club’s leadership.

 What you can do
[ Recommend they mentor newer members and get involved in 

more Area or Association activities, such as planning an Area 
conference or serving on the Area or Association Exec. Both 
can help them meet more people and experience Table 
beyond their on Table.

[ If members leave as 41’ers, remind them that these members 
are an important part of Table and must join their local 41’ers.

[ If members are relocating, forward their contact information to 
the Tables in their new area.

[ Put their expertise and skills to use and recognize them for 
their efforts.

 

Members who stay for more than 10 years
[ Not interested in the club’s meetings and activities and cite 

family obligations.
 What you can do
[ Spend some time with them to learn whether any of the 

reasons above could prompt them to leave your Table. Some 
reasons for leaving are beyond your control but learning why 
members might leave can help you find ways to prevent it.

[ Ask for their opinions on how to energize or reinvent your 
Table meetings or gauge their interest in taking on an Area or 
Association leadership position.

[ Put their expertise and skills to use and recognize them for 
their efforts.

[ See if they would be interested in mentoring a new member..



FROM  RTI  VICE  PRESIDENT

Why do we need an e-Club?
Life happens – there are a great many Tablers 

who emigrate or move to areas where Round 

Table does not have a presence.  Some Clubs 

closewhere there still are one or two members 

who still want to be active.  Currently, these 

members and their knowledge, experience and 

skills are lost to Round Table.

Furthermore, we see new prospects in 

countries or cities where Round Table is not 

present.  The process to start a new 

Association or a new Club is onerous and most 

times these prospective members never 

complete the road to become a part of Round 

Table.  

How will an e-Club help in retaining 

members?
The e-Club will provide the members who 
would have been lost to Table a place to stay 
and to continue their Tabling career.  These 
members will transfer from their existing 

association into the e-Club and will be able to 
continue Tabling with other members from all 
over the world.  They will be able to stand for 
leadership positions in the e-Club, thereby 
utilising their experience to the benefit of new 
members joining in as well.

Once these Tablers move to an association or 
city where Round Table is present, they will be 
able to transfer out of the e-Club and resume 
their normal Tabling career. 

If there is a critical mass of these Tablers in e-
Club in a city to then form a new Table or 
association, this will assist in the long-term 
growth of our movement.

How will the e-Club work?
Between the RTIHYM 2021 and the first AGM of 
the e-Club, focus will be placed in getting 
experienced Tablers in as members of the e-
Club.  The RTI Vice President will be responsible 
for this as well as to arrange the initial AGM.

During the RTI Half-Year 

meeting held virtually on the 

6th of March, a motion 

was passed allowing an 

e-Club to be established.  

We have received a number 

of questions with regards to 

the e-Club from members 

and what impact this would 

have in the longer run.  

ROUND TABLE 

INTERNATIONAL 

e-CLUB

Addressing your 

Questions



FROM  RTI  VICE  PRESIDENT

The e-Club is envisioned to be a stand-
alone associate member of RTI who will 
elect their own leadership at their founding 
AGM. A draft initial constitution was drawn 
up that will form the base of the e-Club 
way of working.  This was drawn up from 
current Round Table association 
constitutions as a base and can be viewed 
as part of the RTIHYM 2021 meeting pack 
as on Tabler.World.

The plan is to have the e-Club as a fully 
functional associate member in the next 
year.  E Club will be able to appoint a 
councillor to attend and represent them at 
any RTI level event.

How much will this cost?
As being a fully independent and self-
sustaining association, the elected 
leadership of the e-Club will have full 
discretion on the fees being charged to 
their members.  As a minimum, the RTI 
capitation fee and the annual Tabler.World 
subscription cost will be charged.  As the 
needs of the members of the e-Club 
arises, they will be able to determine their 
own capitation fee and structure.
As the e-Club will be a perpetual associate 
member of RTI, they do not qualify for any 
RTI travel grants or funding.  This has 
been done to ensure that no additional 
burden is placed on our current members.

What stops the e-Club from competing 
against my current association?
The intention of e-Club is not to compete 
with any existing association, but merely 
to offer our members an option instead of 
them leaving.  To this end, we have drafted 
the membership criteria in the e-Club 
constitution to not compete with any 
existing association.

e-Clubs will only accept the following 
members:

[ The member is relocating to another 
country or area where there is no 
Round Table club or association 
present within 50km’s; or

[ A club has closed and there is no other 
Round Table club present within 
50km’s; or

[ Where the executive board of an 
Association provides written 
permission for this member to join the 
Association, for whatever reason.  

The RTI e-Club is only open to 
membership up to 40 years of age.

What are the next steps for e-Club?
We are very proud and confident that e-
Clubs will provide an alternative option to 
members who might otherwise have to 
leave Round Table.  During May to July 
2021, we will be focussing on transferring 
experienced Tablers into the e-Club.  An 
AGM will then be held before September 
2021 to elect the leaders of the e-Club.  
With an experienced core of members in 
place, new members will then be targeted 
who have not yet had any experience with 
Round Table. We anticipate targeting 
these members in countries where Round 
Table is not yet present or still very small.  

What can I do to help the e-Club effort?
In the next few months, we will share links 
to forms where anyone can add details of 
members who have been lost to Table and 
who might be interested in the e-Club.  We 
would also appreciate any details of 
potential Tablers in locations where Table 
is not present.

We will be in touch with these members in 
order to gauge their interest in e-Club and 
will be reporting back on our progress in 
all future RTI Meetings.

If anyone has any further questions or 
suggestions regarding the RTI e-Club, 
please feel free to contact myself at 
vicepresident@round-table.org

Yours in International Tabling

Graham Cornelissen
RTI Vice President



COMMUNITY  SERVICE  OFFICER

PAUL VREEBURG
RTI Community Service Ofcer

Dear Brothers,

I would like to start with an 

important question: 

‘’Do you test your balls on a 

regular base to check if they 

are still ok’’?

To be honest, I didn’t do it 

until we started our 

cooperation with the 

Movember foundation for the 

grow the Mo project. Next to 

growing a moustache in 

November they focus on 

testicular cancer as this is 

the most common cancer 

type under young men like 

us. I didn’t know that!

I was lucky that I met Toby Freeman who is a Tabler from RTBI. Sadly, his brother passed away due 
to testicular cancer. Toby started a special foundation, the Robin cancer trust, to get a good focus on 
testicular cancer. He told me about the idea of breaking a world record and I was sold immediately. 
This would help us in a big way to break the stigma. This will help us to talk about it, to display it, 
make people maybe laugh rst and then think about it. 

On the 3rd of April we held a virtual meeting with Tablers from all over the globe. There were 260 
Tablers self-testing, in a descent way of course. We not only broke a world record, but we had the 
chance to inform all the participants about testicular cancer. It also gave us the opportunity to speak 
about it on the social media channels. Everyone who joined can say that they will be in the Guinness 
Book of World Record! And if people ask them about it they can promote self-testing and tell them 
about testicular cancer.

MOST IMPORTANT MESSAGE!

Test yourself on a regular base. If you 
feel anything strange contact a doctor! 
Visit the website from the Robin cancer 
trust and Movember and inform yourself 
about this common cancer type. 98% 
survives this cancer when they detect in 
an early stage.

I would like to thank Toby Freeman and 
Matt Eaton for their support and hard 
work. Of course I would like to thank also 
everyone that participated. Keep sharing 
the message and keep testing. Keep 
testing……keep testing…..keep testing.

Yours in International Tabling,

Paul Vreeburg
RTI Community Service Ofcer 20-21, 
RT the Netherlands



FROM  RTI  T W  MANAGER

At the same time our platform is growing beyond the Round Table borders. Besides 
41ER.WORLD and CIRCLER.WORLD also the ladies of AGORACLUB.WORLD as well as 
TANGENTCLUB.WORLD have joined us. In order to be able to exchange data with each other, 
you have to give your permission. You can find here help how to activate sharing data across our 
family members: https://help.roundtable.world/knowledge-base/how-to-see-data-from-cross-
family-association/

And there is even more. Have you already downloaded the TABLER.APP from the app store? It 
offers you a full directory, direct messaging and even geolocation. Thousands of your friends in 
your pocket. In the upcoming weeks we will rebrand the app and open it also for our family 
members.

Finally, I have a request for you: keep your data up to date. After every election, no matter if local 
or national, check if the data of the new board has been updated. TABLER.WORLD thrives on 
keeping our data up to date.

If you have problems or questions, just contact us. We have a large collection of instructions and 
tutorials for you, which can surely help: https://help.roundtable.world/.

YIT, Daniel Steffen
RTI TW Manager 2020-2021
RT Germany

YIT, DANIEL STEFFEN
RTI TW Manager 2020-2021

Dear Friends,

It is fascinating to see the 

passion and commitment 

with which our digital home 

is being driven forward. In 

recent weeks, we have 

improved the administration 

rights for you. Now the entire 

board has administrator 

access. In addition, other 

people can be designated 

(data managers), who will 

support you in the 

administration. Currently we 

are developing fantastic new 

features and preparing the 

launch of RT Netherlands. 

We are very happy to 

welcome our friends to 

TABLER. WORLD.



Taking concern of the recent incidents of 

harassments and the accelerating risks of 

cyber crime, Dhaka Round Table - 1 & 

Dhaka Metro Round Table jointly 

organized & The IEEE AIUB Student 

Branch has taken the dauntless initiative of 

hosting the webinar on “Cyber Crime” 

supported by the Cyber Police Center - 

CPC, Criminal Investigation Department - 

CID, of Bangladesh Police. The program 

was held Tuesday 11th February 2021. 

More then 120 participated was attend this 

webinar program.

Md. Rezaul Masud, Special 

Superintendent of Police (SP), Cyber 

Police Center (CPC), Criminal 

Investigation Department - CID, 

Bangladesh Police was present as a chief 

guest and Mr. Siddhant Gupta - Asia and 

Pacic Region Chairman, Round Table 

International was present as a guest of 

honor. Mr. Mohammad Mahmudul Islam 

Talukder, Additional Superintendent of 

Police (Addl. SP), Cyber Police Center 

(CPC), Criminal Investigation Department - 

CID, Bangladesh Police was present as 

main key speaker.

This webinar program was jointly arrange 

by Dhaka Round Table & Dhaka Metro 

Round Table  

Thanks & Regards

Tr. Ejaz Mahmood Rony

Founder & Charter Chairman

ROUND  TABLE  BANGLADESH



ROUND  TABLE  BANGLADESH

Given Honor to the Woman 
Trafc Police
On the occasion of 
international woman day 8th 
March - 2021, Dhaka Round 
Table - 1 arrange program with 
the collaboration with Ahmed 
Food Products (Pvt.) Given 
honor to the Woman Trafc 
Police for their contributions. 
The program was held Monday 
8th March, 2021 at Trafc 
Ramna Division ofce, circuit 
house road, Dhaka.

Mr. Joydev Chowdhury - BPM, 
Deputy Police Commissioner, 
DC - Trafc Raman, Dhaka 
Metropolitan Police - DMP was 
present as a chief guest and 
Mrs. Kazi Romana Nasrin, Addl. 
Deputy Police Commissioner, 
ADC - Trafc Raman, Dhaka 
Metropolitan Police - DMP was 
present as a special guest. This 
time also present Assistant 
Police Commissioners - AC, 
Trafc Inspectors - TI and 
others ofcers of Dhaka 
Metropolitan Police - DMP, 

Trafc Ramna Division. Special 
thanks to Trafc Ramna 
Division, Dhaka Metropolitan 
Police - DMP for their 
cooperation.

International woman day 
program arrange by Dhaka 
Round Table - 1. Present 
organizer Dhaka Round Table 
Chairman - Sifat, Vice 
Chairman - Ishad, IRO - Rony, 
Table member Fahd, Arif, 
Zishan & Sponsor Ahmed Food 
Products (Pvt.) ltd. ofcers.

Women’s Day is our time 

to recognize and lift up 

women across the world. It 

is a day to take note of the 

wonderful contribution 

women make to society 

and life as a whole. The 

women, who we know, 

love and adore  - have 

shaped and raised us to 

be where we are. On the 

occasion of international 

woman day 8th March - 

2021, Dhaka Round Table -

1 arrange two different 

program to celebrate 

woman day -2021.



ROUND  TABLE  BANGLADESH

Cycle rally & Fun game show 
only for woman

Women’s Day is our time to 
recognize and lift up women 
across the world. It is a day to 
take note of the wonderful 
contribution women make to 
society and life as a whole. The 
women, who we know, love 
and adore - have shaped and 

raised us to be where we are.
On the occasion of international 
woman day 8th March - 2021, 
Dhaka Round Table - 1 & 
Mymensingh Young Citizens 
Society jointly arrange “Cycle 
rally & Fun game show only for 
woman” program with the 
collaboration with Duranta 
bicycle. The program was held 
Monday 8th March, 2021 at 
Baishaki Mancha, Zainul 
Udyan Park, Mymensingh 
District.

Mr. Ekramul Haque Titu, 
Honorable Mayor Mymensingh 
City Corporation was present 
as a Chief guest, Mrs. Joyita 
Shilpi, Additional 
Superintendent of Police, 
District Special Branch ( DSB ) 
Mymensingh & Mrs. Syeda 
Selima Azad, President of 
Women Entrepreneurs & 
District Woman forum was 
present as a special guest. 
Special thanks to Mymensingh 

W
O
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City Corporation for their 
cooperation.
International woman day 
program arrange by Dhaka 
Round Table - 1. Present 
organizer Dhaka Round Table 
members and & Sponsor 
Duranta bicycle ofcers.



ROUND  TABLE  BANGLADESH

Dhaka Round Table -1, donates a smart 
cell phone to LIMIA AKTER student of 
Higher Secondary School (HSC) Sher -E- 
Bangla School and College, Modhubag, 
Moghbazer, Dhaka. She is a brilliant 
student, Passed the Secondary School 
Certificate (SSC) year 2020 with GPA - 5. 
She belongs to a lower income family, her 
father sells seasonal vegetal in a rickshaw 
cart and mother works as house maid, she 
has 3 more brother & sister who are also 
going school. Due to COVID -19 all 
school/college resorted to online classes. 
The class are running online by zoom 
platform. She could not attend online line 
class because she didn't have a smart cell 
phone. For this Dhaka Round Table gave 
her a smart cell phone, gave school 
stationeries for next 6 months also gave 
Face Mask & RT Brand Sanitizer.

Dhaka Round table -1 arrange blanket 
distribution program for less fortunate people 
at winter. The program was held 20th 
December 2020 Tarokhada Village, Khulna 
District ( Near Sundorbon area ). Dhaka Round 
Table was gave 500 pcs blanket.



ROUND  TABLE  BANGLADESH

In the current corona virus ( 
COVID-19 ) situation, Dhaka Round 
Table with the help of Ahmed Food 
Products ( Pvt. ) ltd. has taken the 
initiative of awareness campaign & 
free mask distribution to keep 
people safe from the deadly grip of 
the ( COVID-19 ) corona virus and 
spread awareness with the 
assistance of Dhaka Metropolitan 
Police - DMP, Traffic Raman 
Division. Thanks Mr. Md. Refatul 
Islam, Assistance Police 
Commissioner, AC - Traffic Ramna, 
Dhaka Metropolitan Police - DMP 
for his present and cooperation. 
This time also present Mr. Majub, 
Traffic Inspectors - TI, Bangla motor 
& Moghbazer zone & others 
officers of Dhaka Metropolitan 
Police - DMP, Traffic Ramna 
Division. To taka part in this great 
initiative DRT Members, Ahmed 
Food Products & Dhaka 
Metropolitan Police - Traffic Raman 
division ensure their safety and 
health protection and distribute 
5000 pieces of mask and arrange 
awareness campaign at Dhaka City 
busy intersection - Bangla motor 
traffic signal & Moghbazer traffic 
signal.



The journey of the Cameroon table began 
way back in 2015, an initiative of Tr. Yves 
Douo and Tr. Alain Tako who got the vision 
from Zimbabwe. The excitement of this 
new found group soon gripped the 
friendship club that was shared by many, 
especially the group of friends coming 
from Cyprus. During this time, the two 
pioneer Tablers were in Zimbabwe and 
nursed the dream of Cameroon becoming 
part of this great movement. In 2016 after 
Sri Lanka, Tr. Yves Douo and Tr. Alain Tako 
brought the vision all the way to 
Cameroon and began the great wave of 
sensitization. Before the end of 2017 the 
group had had a great lot of attention with 
young men enthusiastic about being part 
of the greater family of the Round Table. A 
visit from the AMI Chairman was 
organized together with the LCI President 
Ruth came to Cameroon and officially 
launched the movement of both the RT 
and LC. It was phenomenal and of 
course news of this exceptional 
gentlemen’s club spread around so fast 
and become a desire of many young men. 
After the visit and launching of the RT and 
LC in Cameroon, the excitement died 
given that the vision bearer left Cameroon 

and a leadership gap was created. In 
2018, the AMI Chair David Costine visited 
Cameroon and at this time the influence of 
the table had moved from the capital 
Yaounde to the small English speaking 
town of Buea, where the majority of the 
leaders that still had the vision of the table 
resided. The Table then began in Buea 
and had a membership of 23 eventhough 
not all consistent and committed. 
However, from this time the vision became 
alive again and never had to die out. The 
initiative to charter the Table in Cameroon 
began and with the interest growing much 
more. The shift of the group of Yaounde to 
Buea and Bamenda created a skirmish 
with the French speaking brothers of 
Yaounde. At this time, the Douala initiative 
that was started by Tr. YannickFeutbia 
suffered a blow and got extinct even 
before it was officially recognized. Buea 
and Bamenda then took the vision to 
another height taking part in activities to 
boost their presence in the national 
territory. Tr. Kongnso Cyrille then managed 
the Table in Bamenda while Tr. Kome Elvis 
took on the leadership of Buea. 

SOCIAL LIFE AND ACTIVITIES
Like every table in the world, Cameroon 
took turns in its Business and Social 
meetings. The bi-monthly meetings were 
so full of excitement and we looked forth 
having them over and over again. 
Between 2016 -2018, several meetings 
were conducted at the level of Buea, 
Bamenda and Yaounde. Three joint 
meetings were held in each of the towns 
with all tablers moving to a central 
destination. The excitement during these 
events were so great that the 
administration asked for formal 

ROUND  TABLE  CAMEROON

THE JOURNEY THROUGH 

ROUND TABLE CAMEROON

PRESENTED BY THE PRESIDENT 

KONGNSO L. CYRILLE



recognition. Visits were made to 
orphanages and hospitals in Bamenda and 
Buea. In Buea visits were made to schools 
and young people told about the table.
 
During these years, the bond between the 
Table and the Circle so increased and joint 
initiatives were carried out and projects 
conducted to buttress this relationship. 
Attempts were made on several occasions 
to contact the Lions and Rotary clubs which 
were all futile as they never responded to 
our correspondences. 

Round Table Cameroon took part during the 
charter of RT Nigeria and it was awesome. 
Friendship ties have been developed 
between the two groups since then and an 
exchange visit was paid Cameroon during 
the Charter. 

RT Cameroon has also had visits from 
Tabler’s from France and Belgium during 
the period of their existence. Tablers from 
Cameroon have also visited France, 
Switzerland, Dubai, Zimbabwe and Cyprus. 

ADMINISTRATIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS
RT CAMEROON is officially a registered 
NGO in Cameroon with administrative 
approval to carry out their activities on the 
entire national territory. As an NGO, RT 
Cameroon has conducted several activities.
2020 – Sponsoring of 25 young 
Cameroonians for the Academic year 2020-
2021

Cooperation agreements the Buea 

Municipality through the Town’s Mayor

Cooperation with the Divisional Office of 

Buea Sub Division.

Partnership and Cooperation with Zoe 

Health Foundation

Cooperation withLyonga Noella’s 

Foundation

RT CAMEROON is officially a registered 

NGO in Cameroon with administrative 

approval to carry out their activities on the 

entire national territory. As an NGO, RT 

Cameroon has conducted several activities. 

2020 – Sponsoring of 25 young 

Cameroonians for the Academic year 2020-

2021

Cooperation agreements the Buea 

Municipality through the Town’s Mayor

Cooperation with the Divisional Office of 

Buea Sub Division.

Partnership and Cooperation with Zoe 

Health Foundation

Cooperation withLyonga Noella’s 

Foundation
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PROJECTS:
RT Cameroon is embarking on a Fish 
Farming project as an initiative to 
improve food sufficiency in the North 
West Region. The feasibility of the project 
is all done and the impact of it. However, 
the project has not commenced because 
of lack of funds given the difficulties the 
region is witnessing at this moment.

Another project was the Tree Planting 
Project which RT Cameroon has 
successfully done and still has many more 
to do. The next phase of the project will be 
planting 1000 fruit trees on schools around 
the country but particularly in the Towns of 
Buea and Bamenda where we have active 
clubs.

The initiative for a club house was also 
begun and with Tr. Philippe advocating to 
be of support, this will be an 
accomplishment in the nearest future.

Together with the Ladies Circle 
Bamenda, the RT Cameroon has co-
sponsored the Save the girl child 
initiative, which is a project done by LC 
Bamenda, giving assistance to young 
and single mothers. Some of the young 
ladies aged between 12-18years who 
become mothers suffer several 
complications and are abandoned by 
their families and those that impregnated 
them. Sending them to school or training 
them on a skill helps them take care of 
the kids and realign themselves in life.
Together with BIG STEPS OUTREACH 
NETWORK, RT Cameroon has given 
training to young Cameroonians in 
several skills and on Reproductive Health 
to teenagers.

This and many more are the realities of 
the Table in Cameroon. There is no 
stopping us.

The Table Lives on!!!!!!!
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One of the oldest tables of RT 

India and the oldest table in 

Area 9 has a remarkable tale to 

tell. In 2003 Project 511 started 

with a vision to create an 

education friendly environment 

in Government schools so that 

the children can benefit from 

the basic necessitiesnecessary 

to create a holistic learning 

environment.

In the beginning years itself the 

table started supporting 511 

government schools Telangana. 

Within the next six year the 

number quickly grew to 1022 

schools directly benefiting 

200000 children. By 2020 this 

has grown to anastounding 

1217 schools with more then 

250000 children in 11 districts.

The Prodigious Project 511

 HRT 8 - RT INDIA

Although the inspiring project 
has helped millions of children 
and their families to lead a better 
and more fulfilling life HRT 8 has 
taken is a step ahead and is 
currently enabling training 
programs which will increase the 
employability of students. The 
programs not only focus on 
building infrastructure such as 
constructing classrooms, 
providing blackboards and toilet 
blocks but also provide learning 
material to make learning more 
engaging and interesting. Current status of Project 511

While we read this article about 
the awe-inspiring project the 
obvious question is, how?

The Project 511 team works along 
with the Government of Telangana to 
elevate the standards of education 
by improving infrastructure and 
learning capabilities. For this 
purposethe table has over the years 
Efficient internal team has been able 
to Capable vendors &  trusted 
partners.Multiple projects executed 
over the last 16 years. The 
management process & practices of 
Project 511 are in compliance with 
the principals of good governance. 

[ Policies & Decision: Regular 
review meetings, trustees are 
competent and from diverse 
backgrounds.

[ Project Management & 
monitoring: Proposal appraisal 
by team

[ Auditing: 2 tier audit system

Some of the key areas of work under 
Project 511 are

Operation Blackboard

 Achievements

ê 6820 boards

ê 831 schools

ê 1,66,200 children

[ Painting existing 
blackboards 

[ New blackboards & 
green boards

Construction of 
Classrooms

 Achievements

ê 142 classrooms

ê 19 schools

ê 5680 children 

[ Constructing new 
buildings

[ Constructing 
classrooms
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Operation Science 
Labs

ê 307 schools

ê 76750 students

Helps children studying 
in Class VI – X to 
understand science

Operation English 
Learning Programs

ê 50 schools

ê 12,500 Students

Enable English 
language proficiency 
with Karadi Path 
Education

Operation Sanitation

 Achievements

ê 595 units

ê 112 schools

ê 14175 students

[ Construction of new 
blocks

[ Construction of 
additional blocks

Operation Seating

[ New desk cum 
benches

[ Repair of desks

 Achievements

ê 29,196 benches 

ê 606 schools

ê 82,140 students

Operation Teaching 
Learning Material

ê 717 schools

ê 1,29,060 students

[ Science kits

[ Mathematics kits

[ Social charts & 
globes

Operation Science Labs: � 50,772 

Operation Blackboard: � 59,794 

Operation Sanitation: � 2,39,177

One Life-WWF: � 2,256

School Adoption Program
(2003-08): 2,28,996

English Learning Programs: 
� 16,919

Operation Matriculation: � 14,663

School Building: � 6,07,960

Teaching Learning: 
� 34,966 

Operation Seating: � 6,76,377

* As on 
31.03.2020 �  19,39,360 was spent on programs between 2003-2020

2020

Project Funding 
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Chairman HRT8 Chairman HRT 8 when project 511 started
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E We started on 17th April 2019.️
Home delivery Meal Service for Senior 
Citizen. It started when  no maid, no cooks 
were allowed to enter apartments during 
lockdown. We thought how would Senior 
Citizen Staying alone cook food. And we 
started We CareMeal Home Delivery 
Service. We created touchless service 
where food was made in 5 star rated 
kitchen, delivered by authenticated third 
party delivery Entire process of ordering 
and payment was done online  so that 
relatives, children staying abroadaway can 
make payments without bothering Senior 
Citizens. 

Since then we have been delivering every 
Single day, till today without fail. Be it 1 meal 
a day or 100 meals a day - We have been 
committed to serve Seniors. 

We believe this is small bit we can do, being 
a responsible Indian Citizen, Responsible 
Child of our parents and BEING A TABLER. 

We are still continuing this service. Special 
shout of entire Round Table India Area 3 
Mumbai Covid Team.  Individual names 
would fall short. But will mention Tr Nilay 
Jani, Tr. Amith Bardia, Aht Manan Soni, Tr. 
Girish Mandania, Tr. Pinank Doshi, 41er 
Kumar Ruparelia, 41er Kamlesh Jain, Cr 
Yachna. Also would thank Marya Dsouza for 
coordinating and making sure meal is 
delivered everyday on time. 

 Tr. Vickaash Agarwal 
Round Table India Area 3

www.wecarecovid.com
www.roundtableindia.org

WE COMPLETE 365 DAYS OF MEAL SERVICE 
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What a yearwe have had and 

are still witnessing, and 

it’sbeenquite a ride for 

ourassociation in Round Table 

Norway, and wewanted to 

usethisopportunity to 

shinelightonwhat’sbeengoingo

n up here.

Welook back at 

especiallyonegreatinitiativelau

nched in Norway during 

thecurrentTableryearthat’sbee

nwildlysuccessful!  Let me 

introduce:

Operation Headhunter / Operasjon Hodejeger 
We decided to act swiftly when the National 
Board was clapped in during the Digital AGM in 
2020, and we wanted to make sure that we would 
come out guns blazing while in the middle of a 
pandemic.  Therefore we came up with a way of 
combining fellowship and competition to ensure 
healthy of recruitment of prospects even through 
hard times like lockdown.  

The main focus for our competition was not 
primarily recruiting prospect to your own table, 
but rathercome up with potential prospects of 
people you met during studies, work or other 
facets of life that live in different parts of your 
country. Grow the network across your nation!  
We all know great guys from all over, and 
therefore use that knowledge.  

The system works like this: For each tabler you 
or your club members recommend and turns into 
a successful prospect with acceptance in a table, 
your club will receive 1 point.  The clubs that are 
deemed «red» or «worrisome» in membership 
numbers by the National Board gets 2 points to 
further enhance the desire to perform.

What is the goal of the competition?  To 
winnaturally and to grow the movement.  The 
business upside is that there is 1.000 Euros in 
prizemoney that gets awarded to the club with 
most recruitment points during that tabler year.
Status after five months of this campaign has 
resulted in suggestions representing over 10% of 
the entire membership of our association if all 
prospects would be accepted.  In ONE year!  
That makes us very proud!

Our National Board motto for they ear was «LOVE 
IT» and we are most definitely«LOVE» this 
initiative!

News of the winner for this year’s competition will 
be announced at the start of the upcoming Tabler 
season.  Stay tuned!

Status Charity
Charities has been done throughout the year, but 
we have a long way to go to be as creative and 
good as many other associations which serve as 
great motivation for us.  Our most well received 
charity was «Operation Visibility» where we 
provided thousands of children across our 
country with reflective vests from the ages of 6 to 
12 to ensure they can travel to school or out of 
school activities safely.  Norway doesn’t exactly 
have an abundance of light and sun during the 
winter months, so this provides us with a 
excellent opportunity to make child’s life safer 
and improve Round Table’s visibility.

Thanks to the abundance of amazing nature and 
wide spaces in Norway, a good portion of our clubs 
have not been severely affected by the pandemic, 
and have engaged in a lot of meetings outside while 
making hiking or fishing trips, exploring vast 
mountain ranges and of course our clubs have all 
through out the country done a real good job in 
adapting to going digital through Teams or Zoom 
apps.

In closing, we would like to thank every one who 
helped no minate us for «Association of the Year» 
in the NEAR-region, and we have to say this 
serves as a huge motivational tool for us to keep 
trying to be a better version of our selves and to 
our community in the coming years!

Stay safe brothers and sisters out there, and we 
hope to be able to travel and see you again 
soon!

YiT,
Eric Lomme
IRO Round Table Norway
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ROUND  TABLE  PORTUGAL 
Never, in our long history, our motto made such sense 

as nowadays.

We are living the greater challenge of our existing as 

club, but also as mankind.

The pandemic crisis that we are facing, make us put our 

believes in risk and jeopardy.

However, as we believe that this is the beginning of the 

end of a dark era, we should hope that the brighter 

days are coming.

We should stand united and be, more than ever, close 

to our community.

The days to come are simply a blur, but we should 

together learn and support each other.

The first act we must have in mind is solidarity, and, in 

these days, that´s our concern in Round Table Portugal.

We are, as individual and as a club, doing donations to 

help homeless people in Portugal, and to help the 

victims of Cabo Delgado (Mozambique).

Over the last year our activities have been suspended 

and we are hoping to get back on track as soon as 

possible.

Nevertheless, technology do not allow us to be apart 

from each other, being the great solution for now, for us 

to share ideas, to make plans and to drink “together”.

Let us have hope that in a near future we will be 

together in a fraternal hug and in a brighter world.

With “saudade” we say goodbye, and let you a poem 

from a Portugueseauthor “Zeca Afonso”:

“Bring Another Friend as Well

Friend

Larger than thought

Come along this road friend

Don’t dillydally, for the wind

Is also my friend.

On land

On all frontiers

They are welcome those who come for good

If there’s someone who doesn’t want to

Bring him with you as well.

 

Those

Those who remain

(All over the world there are people like that)

In dreams they will visit me

Bring along another friend as well.”

YIT,

Round Table Portugal
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Dear Friends and Tablers,

Even though 2020-2021 was a very 
difficult period RT Romania kept getting 
involved in developing our association and 
doing social projects. Because of the 
fluctuation of the pandemic, we were a 
little bit luckier than other countries and 
we could meet each other physically 
especially in the summer of 2020 and in 
the spring of 2021. We alternate this face-
to-face meeting with zoom meetings. IN 
September 2020 we were able to organize 
a meeting in Bucharest the first out of 
three nationals meetings during this 
tabling year the other 2 we did it on-line.
Our year began in may 2020 with 148 
members, even though we lost 3 

members during this term we focused on 
developing the existing clubs. The result 
was 15 new members a growth of our 
association of 10%. During this period all 
the 15 club members of our association 
were fully active. The national board was 
involved in developing our structure and 
being active on social media, also drove 
more than 17.000 km to visit the clubs 
from RT Romania. Since November 2020 
RT Romania has a new website 
roundtable.ro. 
We had a very interesting meeting via 
Zoom with RT the Netherlands and RT 
Italy, who explained to us how these 
associations are working. Also, we had 
meetings with other members or past 

members of RT, who shared their 
experience in RT. In supporting RTI our 
members gave up some time and went to 
the hospital to donate blood.
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During Christmas, besides our well 
know project with RT Germany – 
Weihnachtspäckchenkonvoi and with 
RT Austria- Weihnachtspäckcherlaktion we 
started a new project with RT Denmark. RT 
Germany send us 10 trucks of Christmas 
packages, they could not come to Romania 
but the friends of the tablers came. RT 
Austria along with LC Austria and Club 41 
Austria donated more than 10.000 
packages, unfortunately, this year they 
could not come to Bucharest as they 

usually do. This year we started the 
project alongside RT Denmark and LC 
Denmark called: Julegavekonvoj. Our 
Danish friends send in the north of 
Romania 2 trucks loaded with about 7000 
Christmas packages for kids in Romania. 
We want to thank you for this involvement 
with RT Austria, RT Denmark, and RT 
Germany we consider this is a very good 
way to keep close nationals associations. 
All the 15 clubs were involved in 
distributing packages to children.
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This year we set up a social project 
with RT Italy, the purpose of this 
project is to promote the Italian 
language and culture in Romanian 
schools by sending teachers who 
teach Italian, from Italy to Romania, 
didactical materials.

As a national project, we started the 
project Learn by playing using the 
funds that we earn after organizing 
RTIWM 2019. The project is carried 
out by Round Table Romania in 
partnership with the "Together we give 
Color to Hope" Association, and 
consists of a non-formal educational 
solution for children.

In the future we want to start a project 
with RT Moldova, the project consists 
of sending books to Moldavians 
libraries.

Last but not least we want to present 
our future president, Mihai Gherghe 
member of RT21 Bucharest who was 
confirmed after our last national 
meeting in March. At 28 years he will 
be the youngest RT Romania 
President that we ever had.

Yours in table

Sebastian Antonie
RT 10 Bucharest
National President 2020-2021
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1. What is the most recently chartered association of Round Table?

Answer - RT Cameroon

 

2. Which association has this rondel?

Answer - 

    RT Iceland

 

3. The country of Namibia is part of which association?

Answer - Round Table Southern Africa

 

4. The RTIWM is planned for Delhi in India this year. India last hosted a WM in 

2012 – which city hosted this event?

Answer - Hyderabad 

5. What is the venue for the RTIWM 2022?

Answer - Denmark

The Tabler that wins the maximum number of quizzes will be recognized by 

the RTI President at the World Meet 2021 with a special RTI Branded gift. 

Stay tuned for the next issue for the answers of Vol 7.
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QUIZ  VOLUME  8

The tabler that wins the 

maximum number of the 

quiz will be recognized by 

RTI President at world 

meet 2021 with a special 

RTI Branded gift.

Stay tuned for the next 

issue for the answers of 

Vol 8.

You can fill the quiz 
before 25th May 2021 
on-quiz. 
round-table.org

Q1 -  On Saturday the 3rd of April, 260 men from across the world came together with Round Table 
International and The Robin Cancer Trust to set a Guinness World Record. What was the record 
attempt for:-

 1. Donation for Cancer Hospital

 2. Inclusion of cancer research in Global Service Project of Round Table International

 3. Educating young about Testicular Cancer

Q2 -  What is E-Club in Round Table International 

 1. Party every Saturday on virtual platforms like Zoom

 2. Virtual Membership with limited rights for guys staying in places where Round Table is not present. 

 3. Software developed by Round Table to conduct online meetings during Covid

Q3 -  Round Table International has started an initiative called ‘Blood Brothers’, what is it about?

 1. Encourage your eligible sibling to join RTI.

 2. Encourage tablers to donate blood.

 3. Help tablers in need in the current time of crisis.

 4. All of above

Q4 - As per the Constitution[rulebook] of Round Table International, an important meeting is scheduled to 
happen every year Between 15 February and 15 March. What meeting is that?

 1. World Meet

 2. Regional Meeting.

 3. Half Yearly World Meeting

 4. RTI Board Meeting

Q5 - As per the Constitution[rulebook] of Round Table International, an important meeting is scheduled to 
happen every year Between 15 August and 15 October. What meeting is that?

 1- RTI World Meet

 2- Regional Meeting.

 3- Half Yearly World Meeting

 4- RTI Board Meeting
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ARABIAN GULF 
AUSTRALIA 

AUSTRIA BANGLADESH 
BELGIUM 

BOTSWANA 
BULGARIA CANADA 

CYPRUS 

DENMARK 

EASTERN AFRICA 

ESTONIA 

FINLAND 
FRANCE GERMANY GIBRALTAR 

HONGKONG 

HUNGARY 

ICELAND 

INDIA 

 ISRAEL ITALY

LATVIA 

LITHUANIA 

LUXEMBOURG 
MADAGASCAR 

MALAWI 
MALAYSIA  MALTA MAURITIUS 

MOLDOVA 
MONACO 

MOROCCO 

NEPAL 
NEW ZEALAND 

NIGERIA 

NORWAY 

PHILIPPINES 

PORTUGAL 

ROMANIA 

RUSSIA 

SAN MARINO 

SENEGAL

SEYCHELLES 

SINGAPORE 

SRI LANKA 

 SURINAM E

 SWEDEN  SWITZERLAND
THE NETHERLANDS 

TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO 

TUNISIA 

USA ZAMBIA 

ZIMBABWE

SOUTH AFRICA CAMEROON
FOR ADVERTISEMENTS AND OTHER INFO PLEASE CONTACT

VINAY AGARWAL
PRO, RT INTERNATIONAL 2020-21

pro@round-table.org 
91 9229231111

www.round-table.org

• Arabian Gulf • Australia • Austria 
• Bangladesh • Belgium • Botswana 

• Bulgaria • Canada • Cyprus • Cameroon  
• Denmark • Eastern Africa 
• Estonia • Finland • France 

• Germany • Gibraltar • Great Britain & Ireland
• Hongkong • Hungary • Iceland • India 

• Israel • Italy • Latvia • Lithuania 
• Luxembourg • Madagascar • Malawi 

• Malaysia • Malta • Mauritius 
• Moldova • Monaco • Morocco 
• Nepal • New Zealand • Nigeria 
• Norway • Philippines • Portugal 
• Romania • Russia • San Marino 

• Senegal • Seychelles • Singapore 
• Southern Africa • Sri Lanka • Suriname 

• Sweden • Switzerland • The Netherlands 
• Trinidad and Tobago • Tunisia 

• USA • Zambia • Zimbabwe


